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1. Abstract

This paper discusses the performance of different windows

functions when they are applied in a radar system during pulse

compression. The paper proposes too the implementation of a

radar processing procedures in real time mode on FPGA

architecture. The radar signal compression processing is done

with matched filter applying classical and novel window

functions, where we focus to study better solution for the side-

lobes decreasing. Experimental results show that best results

for pulse compression performance have been obtained using

atomic functions, improving the performance of the radar system

in the presence of noise, and getting small degradation in range

resolution. Implementation of the signal processing in the radar

system in real time mode is discussed and justified the

effectiveness of the proposed hardware.

Key words: pulse compression, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), atomic

functions, windowing.

2.  Resumen

En este trabajo se discute el funcionamiento de diferentes

funciones de ventanas aplicadas a la compresión de pulsos

de radar. Se propone además la realización de esquemas de

procesamiento de radar usando arquitecturas de FPGA.

Aquí la compresión de señales de radar se lleva a cabo

usando filtros acoplados con funciones de ventanas

clásicas y otras novedosas, llamadas funciones atómicas,

en la cual se pone especial énfasis en la supresión de los

lóbulos laterales. Resultados experimentales muestran que

se obtiene un mejor funcionamiento al utilizar funciones

atómicas, en comparación con las clásicas, especialmente

en presencia de ruido.

Palabras clave: compresión de pulsos, radar de apertura (SAR),

funciones atómicas.

3. Introduction

There are a number of different methods used in digital signal

processing to improve the performance of the radar systems.

Most of them are based on the procedures to distinguish

different objects by the recognition of the properties of the

target (humidity cartography, analysis, etc.) [4, 5]. Different

criteria are applied in the radar signal processing, such as:

maximization of signal to noise relation (SNR), Neumann-

Pearson criterion in the target detection problem, minimum of

mean square error, etc. [1, 2]. The pulse duration determines

the resolution of the system when it is measured in the signal

propagation direction, so shorter pulses time let having better

resolution. Restrictions on wave band channels and systems

frequency response impose limits to thinner pulses; however

these limitations can be improved using windowing processing

to reduce the side-lobes distortion.

The selection of the radar signal is based on other important

factors; among them we find power considerations, maximum

resolution and range distance. The search of such a waveform

pulse that satisfies those criteria have been studied deeply

[1-4]. Usually, the radar pulse with linear FM chirp has

emerged as a convenient solution in comparison with others

wave forms [2].
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In order to decrease the probability of false alarm, some

windows functions are used [6, 7]. These functions are usually

applied in time domain with the purpose to decrease the side

lobes levels by processing the signal pulse with techniques

that let us decrease the possibility to confuse such a side lobe

with a target that has less power or size.

The new FPGAs architecture presents advances in their capacity

and performance; they have certainly emerged as leader

implementation of digital systems. They have now captured

the imagination of diverse communities, such as computer

architects, researches looking from fingerprint recognition, image

processing or bioinformatics, among others [8].

FPGAs also offer much of the flexibility of programmable DSP

processors,  having additional performance that let applications

developed in them be closer to specific solutions and going

faster to special purpose integrated circuits (ASICs) or

"commercial off-the-shelf" (COTS) platforms [8]. In this paper

we discuss an FPGA implementation of radar signal during pulse

compression using windowing procedures.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses pulse

compression radar considerations. Section 3 presents the

hardware implementation of proposed compression model and

windowing operations. Cordic algorithm for forming of square

root value used in the compression algorithm is discussed in

Section 4. Characteristics of different windows are presented

in Section 5. Section 6 contains the experimental results of the

proposed realization and atomic function selected for best

windowing. Finally, we draw our conclusions.

4. Pulse compression radar

 Pulse compression method is based on the usage of long

especially modulated pulses that are transmitted, but shorter

output pulse signals with improved SNR can be obtained by

pulse compression. This pulse compression is implemented with

matched filter at reception stage. Such a technique is being used

extensively in radars because it lets to get higher detection ranges

due to increasing transmitted energy, realization of high range

resolution, and effective interference and jamming suppression.

Different type of modulations in the pulse can be used, such as

linear/nonlinear frequency modulation signals (chirp modulation)

or discrete phase code modulation. Radar systems such as

Doppler radar or SAR frequently use linear chirp modulation.

The linear signal FM chirp can be represented as:

S
0
(t)cos(ω

0
t + µt2/2), |t| < τ

p
/2

0 other t
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In here,

S
0
(t) is the signal amplitude,

ω
0
 central frequency,

µ is a compression coefficient, and

τ
p
 is impulse duration.

The usage of the long duration pulses in radar system with

pulse compression processing gives several advantages:

- Transmission of long pulses gives an efficient usage of the

average power capability of the radar;

- Generation of high peak power signals is also avoided;

- Average radar power may be increased without increasing

the pulse repetition frequency (PRF);

- Decreasing of the radar's unambiguous range can be

achieved.

Better resolving capability in Doppler frequency shift is also

obtained as a result of using long pulses. Additionally, the

radar is less vulnerable to interfering signals that differ from

the coded transmitted signal.

Usually a matched filter is applied on the pulse compression

stage, and multiple delays and correlators are used to cover the

total range of interval of interest. The output of the matched

filter is the compressed pulse accompanied by responses on

the targets at other ranges, called time or range side lobes. The

matched filter at the receiver makes the restoration of the initial

waveform. It is well known that the impulse response h(t) of

such a filter is the complex conjugate of the time-reversed chirp:

h(t) = kS*(−t + τ
p
)                       (2)

where S(t) is the transmitted reference signal, so, the output

of the matched filter can be written as g(t):

g(t) = 1/T   r(t)S*(t − τ)dτ                      (3)

where r(t) is the received signal; function g(n) presents discrete

time case and is represented by equation:

g(n) = 1/N Σ r(k)S*(n − k)                       (4)

Figure 1 shows the model for the pulse compression

implementation. We used in our model for pulse compression

four FIR filters with real and imaginary parts at the input. The

signal reference is also presented by real and imaginary parts.

The real part of pulse compression is calculated by adding the

outputs of FIR 1 and FIR 2, and the imaginary part by adding

S(t) = (1)

N−1

k=0

∫
−

2

2

T

T

r
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FIR 3 and FIR 4 outputs. Finally, the absolute value (ABS) of

the complex signal is calculated applying the ABS CORDIC

algorithm, which lets get the pulse compression.

We show in Fig. 2 pulse compression stages in matched filters,

frequency weighting of the output signals is usually employed

to reduce the side-lobes. Such side-lobes can result in a

mismatched conditions and lead to a degradation of the output

SNR of the matched filter. In the presence of Doppler frequency

shifts, a bank of matched filters is required, where each a filter

is matched to a different frequency then covering the band of

expected Doppler frequency shifts.

5. Hardware implementation

High gate count and switching speed of modern FPGA is

enabling high data-rate DSP processing to be performed without

resorting to ASIC technology. Static RAM based FPGA also

enable solutions to be reprogrammable. Then the soft solutions

offer flexibility, which is an important attribute of a modem radar

system. Consequently, FPGA implementations are attractive in

applications where their relatively high unit cost and power

consumption are not critical [8, 15].

Modern phased array radar relies heavily on DSP to achieve

high levels of system performance and flexibility, but FPGAs

represent an opportunity to achieve the required processing

performance, and also reprogrammability that is an important

aim of the radar systems, thereby enabling simplified system

development and upgrade.

It has been tested in this work the performance of the FPGAs to

generate the radar signal and realize the pulse radar compression.

We used the radar data with the next parameters: signal is

linear FM (Chirp), frequency deviation (∆f) is 9.375MHz, the

pulse width (τ
p
) is 3.2µs, sampling frequency is 40MHz [10].

We employed the Kit Altera FPGA to realize the radar pulse

operation.

The model applied to generate the pulse is shown in Fig. 3.

Two ROM blocks are used to form the values for real and

imaginary parts of a pulse. A cycle counter is applied to design

repetitive radar pulse and two DAC are used to convert digital

to analog form.

The matched filter implementation on FPGA let us eliminating

special chips previously needed. We have tested the

performance of such a model in the FPGA Xilinx model VIRTEX

II XC2V3000. The hardware Xtreme DSP II and programming

software: Matlab 6.5, Simulink, System Generator and FUSE

made possible to implement on the FPGA the pulse

compression processing in real time mode. Analyzing different

approaches we finally found the final FPGA system structure

proposed in Fig. 3.

The main advantages of proposed structure (the software and

FPGA hardware) is the facility whereupon we can easily change

the parameters of each a block of the system. It is required in

some applications to increase the precision of the system,

and then increasing number of bits can be realized in each

used block, that let us flexibility to adjust the parameters of

the system, and therefore better solutions.

The number of taps in each FIR filter shown in Fig.1 was 65,

realizing the matched filter as it is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 1. Model for pulse compression.

Fig. 2. Radar pulse model.
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 The SQRT block presented in Fig. 4 calculates the magnitude

the output of matched filter. CORDIC algorithm is presented

in the next section and it is applied to calculate such a

magnitude.

6. Cordic algorithms

The algorithm CORDIC (Coordinate Rotation Digital

Computer) is an iterative technique widely known and studied

to evaluate many operations, such as: basic arithmetical and

mathematical functions [16]. The CORDIC method can be

employed in two different modes, known as the rotation and

vectoring mode. The coordinate components of a vector and

an angle of rotation are given in the rotation mode, so the

coordinate components of the original vector are computed

after rotation through a given angle. In the case of vectoring

mode, the coordinate components of a vector are given and

the magnitude and angular argument of the original vector are

computed [16, 17].

In here we analyze vectoring mode to approach the square

root value. The CORDIC rotator rotates the vector of the input

by any angle necessary to align the resulting vector with x

axis. The result of the operation vectoring is a rotation angle

and the scaled magnitude of the original vector (component x

of the result). The function vectoring works trying to reduce

to the minimum y component value of the residual vector in

each rotation. The sign of the residual vector y is used to

know the direction of the next rotation. If the value of the

angle is initialized with zero, it has to contain the angle crossed

at the end of the iterations. According to the model for the

pulse compression implementation it is necessary to calculate

the square root value. The equations to calculate magnitude

value of the complex signal during the pulse compression are

defined by iterative equations presented below:

x
n+1

 = x
n
 − d

n
y

n
2−n                        (12)

y
n+1

 = y
n
 − d

n
y

n
2−n                        (12)

Here:

d
n
 =

     −1    if    y
n 
> 0

           +1    if    y
n 
< 0

and finally

x
n
 = A

n
   x

0
2 + y

0
2

A
n
 = Π   1 + 2−2j ;     y

n 
= 0

5. Performance of diferent windows

The performance of different windows has been widely

studied; researchers are especially interested in improving its

Fig. 3. Hardware FPGA model.

n
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sidelobe behavior. Parameters values in pulse radar processing

have been obtained from the application of different classical

and novel windows, the most significant parameter values are

shown in table 1.

These parameters are known as: window gain, side lobe level,

main lobe width, and the coefficient of noise performance, all

those parameters are defined below [6, 7, 9]:

Científica

window gain, Κ
gain

 = 0.5   W(t)dt                             (14)

where W(t) represents the model of the window used;

side lobe level is determined as equation (15)

10 log (max |Scom(tk)/S
com

(t = 0)|2)              (15)

Fig. 4. Real time hardware results in detection of the multiples targets.

a) Kaiser-Bessel b) Blackman

c) Hamming d) up (x)

e) Ξ2(x) f) g1(x)
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     10 log (|Scom(t = 0)/S
com

(t)|
2

) = 6 dB              (15)

where S
com

(t) is compressed signal after window processing;

and, finally coefficient of noise performance is the relation

indicated in equation (17)

SNR
window/SNR

rectangular
  
                     (17)
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We can observe from table 1 that after applying different windows

the best classical window performance for radar pulse compression

belongs to the Hamming window, these is due to it has a 0,54  gain

value, -32dB level of the side lobes, and a main lobe width of 239.2

ηs. One can see that the main lobe width is near double than the

129 ηs of rectangular window main lobe width.

However, comparing each one of all applied windows with

Hamming window one we can conclude the following.

Fig. 5. Main lobe in real time pulse compression for different windows in presence of noise (SNR = 20dB).

Kaiser Hamming

Blackman-Harris up (x)

Ξ2(x) Fup4(x) D3(x)
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The function fup
4
 offers smaller attenuation in the amplitude of

the main lobe, as well as a lower main lobe width in comparison

with the Hamming window. Because the attenuation of the side

lobes is one of the most important parameters, so the function

up(x) can be employed with advantages since it shows a better

performances. Additionally, other windows already designed

[9] have been implemented and applied in radar processing, a

comparison performance of them let us take the next conclusions:

Observing results in table 1 we can conclude that the best result

can be obtained using novel window such as the Fup
4
(x)D

3
(x).

Those best results are in the side lobes attenuation as well as in

the smaller attenuation criteria.

8. Results of hardware implementation

Experimental results measured from the implemented radar

processing model presented in Fig. 6, let us conclude that the

Kaiser-Bessel function gets the highest selectivity among

classical windows due to its better resolution performance of

the near targets. Also it is easy to see that up(x) and Ξ
2
(x),

(novel windows) are getting the best results in terms of the

side-lobes levels.  All studied windows have shown similar

results in the resolution ability of the multiple targets.

Figure 7 shows the pulse compression signal using some

classical and atomic function windows in presence of noise

with SNR=20 dB. The windows: Hamming, Kaiser-Bessel,

up(x), Ξ
2
(x), Fup

4
(x)D

3
(x) were employed in here. The best

results are realized by AF up(x), because this function

Científica
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presents the small side-lobes and good resolution. Another

window that has good characteristics in the noise presence

is Fup
4
(x)D

3
(x), but the gain is smaller than for up(x) function.

The maximum amplitudes of side lobes and width of main lobe

at −6dB level have been obtained during the experiments.

These data are presented in the table 2. From this table one

can see that window based on function Fup
4
(x)D

3
(x) offers

better resolution and does not increase the main lobe width as

well as the windows Fup
4
(x)D

3,5
(x) and Fup

6

2(x)G
2

2(x) among

the family of novel windows.

9. Conclusions

This paper presents a comparative performance of different

window functions applied during the pulse compression in

radar. The best results have been obtained using atomic

function window up(x), which characterizes by better

performance, such as the better side-lobes level performance

in presence of noise, and small degradation in range resolution.

With regard to classical windows the best windows are

Hamming and Kaiser-Bessel, both with similar parameters.

The implementation of the compression-windowing techniques

on FPGA in real time mode let us know that significant decreasing

of the lateral lobes by some classical and AF windows is

possible. The performances of atomic functions used in here

have proven possible applications of novel windows in the

processing of radar data.

Future research work requires additional investigation in the

performance of parameters during the windowing procedure,

and also we recommend testing novel windows in frequency

domain using FPGA.
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